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BOUNDED  EVALUATIONS FOR  LINEAR ELLIPTIC
DIFFERENTIAL  OPERATORS1

THOMAS  BAGBY  AND  JAMES  E.   BRENNAN

Abstract. Bounds for point evaluations are obtained for spaces

of solutions of elliptic partial differential equations on generalized

"Swiss cheese" compacta in Euclidean space. In this way we

generalize recent approximation theorems for differential operators

due to Polking.

1. Introduction and summary. We denote by P(D) an elliptic partial

differential operator of order m with constant coefficients in Rn; if

K^R" is compact, we wish to study the set H(K) of functions which are

defined on some open set containing K and satisfy P(D)u=0 there.

We let l</7<oo and l/p+ l\q= 1. The following is proved in recent work

of Polking ([6], [7]).

Theorem 1. The set H(K) is dense in Lv(K)for every compact nowhere

dense set Kcz Rn of positive Lebesgue measure if and only if mq~>n.

The fact that mq~>n implies the density property is easy to prove (see

§2 below); thus the interesting part of Theorem 1 lies in the construction

of counterexamples whenever mq^n. This is done in [6], [7] by a very

explicit construction requiring detailed estimates (part of the compli-

cation there is due to the fact that the problem is formulated to include

nonintegral values of m, an aspect which we ignore here). The purpose

of the present paper is to show that a generalization of Theorem 1 may

be proved with a noncomputational argument, by modifying the tech-

niques used by Wermer and one of the present authors [2] in analyzing

the operator P(D) = S in Ä2.

For any point f e K we denote by MK(f) the norm of evaluation at f

on the space H(K):

MKiS) = sup{\u(Ç)\:ueH(K), M|ip(/Í) = l}.
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Thus 0=MKi$)—co. Our generalization of Theorem   1   may then be

stated as follows.

Theorem 2. If mq=n, there exist a finite constant C>0 and two

compact nowhere dense sets K^R" having positive Lebesgue measure

(/'=1, 2) such that Kxcz K2 and for every f e Kx we have MK2i£) = C.

If K=K2 is the set constructed in Theorem 2, then HiK) cannot be

dense in LviK), for this would imply that every function fe LP{K) is

bounded on Kx. We do not know whether the existence of a single point

I 6 K with MKiÇ)< oo implies that //(A") is not dense in LPiK). Moreover,

we do not know whether the compact sets K such that HiK) is dense in

LPiK) can be characterized in terms of bounded ^-evaluations, as was

done in [2] for the case of the operator £(£>) = d when p^2.

2. Bounded point evaluations. We begin by recalling some elementary

facts about an elliptic operator £(£>) acting on an open set Q <=/?".

We denote by £ any fundamental solution for £(£>) so that £ is a distri-

bution satisfying £(£>)£= ô. We remark that the fundamental solution

can be used to prove the easy part of Theorem 1 : if £ e LqiK) annihilates

HiK), then £ * £ is identically zero off K; since £(/))(£ * F)=FeLa

and £(£•) is elliptic, we conclude [8, Theorem 7] that £ * £ lies in the

Sobolev space W™ and hence is continuous in R"; thus £ * £=0, so

£=0.
If -f£j,(Q) denotes the space of all functions u e LviQ)r\ Cx(£2) such that

P(D)u=0 on Í2, then Hp(ü.) is a closed subspace of £„(fi); indeed, any

limit u 6 £j,(i2) of a sequence of functions un e //„(Q) is obviously a weak

solution of P(D)u=0, and hence, by the ellipticity of £(£>), a C°° solution.

Moreover, for any fixed point f e £2 the mapping

(1) Hp(ii)3u^u(è)eC

is a continuous linear functional. To prove this, we use the fact that E

must be of class C°° on Rn—{0} by the ellipticity of £(£>). We also recall

the easily verified fact that if a e Cg is a function with support in a bounded

neighborhood of the origin satisfying a=l on a smaller neighborhood of

the origin, and diam[supp a]<dist(f, d&l), then we have £(£>)[(1— a)£] *

u = u in some fixed neighborhood of f for any u e HP(Q.) (see [9, §3.1.2]).

Since this represents u(i) as an integral average of» over a ball in Í2, with

a Cg weight function, we conclude that (1) is a bounded mapping.

We denote by Mn(f) the norm of the mapping (1):

Af„(f) = sup{|«(f)|/||«||vn):« 6 H„(Çl), u # 0}.

It is obvious that Mn(Ç) depends monotonically on the domain Í2: if

f eO,^i}2 then M[h(i) = Mih(i).
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Now let O be a bounded domain in R", and let a and | be two distinct

points in Í2. We let Br(a) denote the open ball of radius r about the point a,

and we define Qr=Q — cl(Br(a)). We wish to show that Mr=MUr(i)

approaches A/U(f) as r approaches 0. From the monotonicity property

we see that limr^.0 Mr^.Ma(i). For each r we may find a function ur e

Hp(Qr) such that wr(£)=l and Mr—\\ur\\L1(ar)<r. The function ur may be

defined to be zero outside Or, and we then obtain a set of functions

bounded in Lv(Rn), so for an appropriate sequence of indices r^-0 the

functions ur converge weakly in L;)(/t") to a limit function U. Then for

every <f> e C^(0— {a}) we have, for sufficiently small r, 0=(ur, '^(7))^)—>-

(U,'P(D)(t>). Thus P(D)U=0 in il—{a}. Since the hypothesis mq^n

guarantees that isolated points are removable singularities for P(D)

(see [4, Theorem 1], [1], [5, Theorem 20]), we conclude that P(D)U=0

in O. In view of the boundedness of the mapping (1) we see that t/(f)=l,

and hence

Mn(f) =       sup        -^ - .
»e//p(O);u#0   || U 11^(0, IIL/11^(0.)

If £>0 is arbitrary, there exists a radius R such that

II ̂«V = II1/ II /.,«» -£= l/Mn(f)-e.

Since Mr—*-(/ weakly in ¿.„(Í2.»), we conclude that

l/iVQ(8 - e = ||i/|l£,,oÄ»

< lim inf HMv-V =liminf||«r||ií>(Qr, = l/limA/r.

This proves that limr^0 Mr^Mn(f), and hence that limr^0 Mr=Mn(Ç).

We next prove that for a fixed domain O, the function

(2) Çi3Ç-+Ma{Z)eR

is continuous. For this purpose we fix any point £0 e O, and we will

find a neighborhood of |0 on which this function is uniformly continuous.

Let d0= dist(f0, dû.) and fix a function aeQ satisfying a=l near the

origin and diam[supp a]<-|i/0. If W=P(D)[(l — a)£], we know that for

all points f e 5do/2(f0) we may write «(£)= f i<(r)If(f—r) i//. We conclude

that for points £l5 f2 6 ßdo/2(io) we nave

|l,(f,) - H(f,)|  = Í»it)[rV{iy -t)- W(Ç2 - i)] dt

= C0\\u\\Lpia) awQEi ~ f.D.

where C0 is the La norm of the characteristic function of the ball Bdo(^0),

and (o,r denotes the modulus of continuity of the function W. Recalling
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the definition of Mn(f) we see that for points f,, f2 e Bd /2(f0) we have

A^(fi) - C0a>w(\Sx - f8|) = Mti(f2)

^ MaiSJ + C0œw(\^ - fs|).

This proves the continuity of the function (2).

3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let Kx be a compact arc of positive Lebesgue

measure contained in the open unit ball £,(0). If il is any domain con-

taining Kx we let Mn denote the maximum of the norms of evaluation

at points of Kx:

Mu = max{MiM)-^Kx}.

We now define a sequence of domains D,j inductively. We begin with

Çl0=Bx(0), and we let {b^f=x be an enumeration of all the points

in £i0—Kx with rational coordinates. Let ax = bx; according to the results

given at the end of the last section, together with Dini's theorem, we

may find a region Q,=O0—cl(£r (a,)) containing Kx such that A/n

differs from Mn<¡ by no more than J. Now suppose that the region ii^,

has been defined, and let a¡ be the first element of the sequence {bt}°Lx

which lies in Q^; again applying the results of the last section and Dini's

theorem, we may find a region Q,j = Qj_x—cliBrfaj)) containing Kx such

that Mn. differs from Mn._ by no more than 1/2*. The intersection

00

Kt = r\ d(o,)
j=0

is a compact set without interior, and KX<=K2.

To complete the proof we must find a finite upper bound for the numbers

MK ii) when f e Kx. To do this consider an arbitrary function u e H{K2).

There exists an index J such that u e HpiQ.j) for all j—J, and thus for

each i e Kx, we have

|«(£)l ̂  Ma¡w\Lp(a¡) = (wno + S ^) l«lvwy>-     i = J-

By the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem we see that |«(f)|^

(^n0+1)l!"ll¿¡,(7C2)- and the proof is complete.
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